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On July 13, 1977, the Agent of the Connecticut State Board
.of Labor Relations (Board) issued a complaint alleging that Ogden
Security, Inc. (Security) was an employer within the meaning of
the Connecticut State Labor Relations Act (Act) and that it had
on May 5, 1977  discharged two employees, Louis Diaz and Charles
J. Lcbourveau, because they had engaged in union activities on
behalf of Service Employees International Union, New England Race
Track Division (Union), thereby violating the Act and committing
an unfair labor practice. Security filed an answer denying the
allegations that it had discharged said employees for activity
on behalf of the Union and setting up a jurisdictional defense.
These are Cases Nos. U-4032 and U-4034.

There were no briefs or testimony introduced with respect to
Case No. U-4033, so the Board considers the objection to the Agent's
recommendation of dismissal withdrawn.

On March 17, 1977, the Union had filed a netition  seeking an
election of representative for a unit of Security's employees con-
sisting in security guards at Plainfield Greyhound Park. This is
Case No. E-3970.

The three cases were consolidated and the requisite prelimi-
nary steps therein were duly taken. Thereafter these cases came
before the Board for hearing on July 29, 1977 (at the Labor Depart-
ment building in Wethersfield), on Ausust 16,  1977 (at the Plain-
field Town Hall), on August 23, 1977 ‘(at the Labor Department
building) and on August 31, 1977 (at the office of the Training
Center in West Hartford). The parties appeared at the hearing and
were represented. Full opportunity was given to adduce evidence,
examine and cross-examine witnesses, and make argument. Written
briefs were filed on behalf of Security, the Union, and the indi-
viduals, Diaz and Lebourveau,

On the basis of all the evidence before us we make the following
findings of fact, conclusions of law, and order.

Findings of Fact‘in Cases
Nos. U-4032 and U-4034

1. Security is an employer within the meaning of the Act and
has since November 6, 1976,  been in charge of security operations
at the Plainfield Greyhound Track under contract with Connecticut
Yankee Greyhound Racing, Inc.,
co.,

and/or Connecticut Yankee Catering
Inc. (Greyhound) which operates the greyhound racing facility

at Plainfield.

2. Before November 1976, Greyhound employed its own security
guards. When Security took over this phase of the operation it
retained a number of the guards theretofore employed by Greyhound.

3. Diaz and Lebourveau had been employed as guards by Greyhound
and were among those retained in the employ of Security.

4. In March of 1977 the Union began a campaign to organize
security guards for the purpose of representing them in collective
bargaining.

5. In the course of the campaign the Union passed out member-
ship cards and literature, and conducted meetings to promote interest
and membership in the Union.

6. Diaz and Lebourveau played an active'part in this organizing
campaign and were active and vocal supporters of the Unions.

7. On the evening of May 5, 1977, Diaz and Lebourveau were
participants in an incident with a customer, one Coleman, which
involved a certain amount of violence and physical force and cul-
minated in the arrest of Coleman by a State trooper. This occurred
about 7:lO p.m.
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8. The incident came to the attention of Joel Kelley, Security's
director of security at the Plainfield track, and he investigated
the matter by interviewing several employees (of Security and of
Greyhound) who had witnessed the occurrence.

9. Two other guards, Vincent Kelley and Joseph Ceremia, were
also more or less involved in the same incident. They also favored
the Union but had not played an active part in the organizing campaign.
They were among the witnesses interviewed by Joel Kelley.

10. The incident in question had two parts. Earlier in the
evening Coleman had been apparently drunk and somewhat abusive, but
not violent. On this occasion Diaz and Geremia saw to it that Coleman
left the track. Joel Kelley complimented the men on the handing of
this incident.

11, The second incident was the occasion for the discharges com-
plained of. The testimony concerning this second incident was sharply
conflicting. All agree, however, that Coleman reentered the Kennel Club
area in attempt to get his money back because of the earlier request
that he leave the track.

12. The witnesses interviewed by Kelley on the evening of May 5th
gave a version in which Coleman made no threats and used no profanity
and in which Diaz and Lebourveau tried to eject him forcibly from the
office where he had been sent by the ticket seller to get his money
back. Coleman tried to resist this by standing his ground but he was
in no way physically or verbally aggressive. In this scuffle Coleman
lost his balance and struck a table.

13. After Diaz and Lebourveau, with the help of V. Kelley and
Geremfa, had pushed Coleman out of the office, and while the five men
were proceeding toward the security office, Diaz and Lebourveau
wrestled Coleman to the floor and handcuffed him.

14. V. Kelley and Geremia played no part,at  all in causing
.:;t~an  to lose his balance in the office or in wrestling him to the

.

15. Some of the witnesses to the incident were'upset by it and
believed excessive force was used and that the whole matter could have
been handled without any resort to physical,force.  These witnesses
communicated this reaction to Joel Kelley when he interviewed them
on May 5th.

16. After Joel Kelley had interviewed the witnesses and received
the account of the incident described in paragraphs 7-15, suora,  (at

about IO:00 p.m.) he asked Diaz and Lebourveau to come to his office
and give their version of the incident. This version made Coleman
'out as a threatening aggressor and depicted the use of force by the
guards as reasonable and necessary under tine circumstances.

17. Joel Kelley believed the version he had first received and
discharged Diaz and Lebourveau for the use of excessive force under
the circumstances. Kelley did this on his own authority without
talking to any. of his superiors.

18. Joel Kelley had been a union man most of his working life
and was not opposed to unions.

19. Joel. Kelley knew that a union was trying td organize the
guards and probably that Diaz and Lebourveau were active in the cam-
paign but we do not find that a preponderance of the evidence shows
this was the motive for his discharge of the complainants.

20. There was evidence that Stephen Ahern, area manager for
Security based in New Haven, had made anti-union statements to Diaz
and had said that he did not want union supporters around. Ahern.
denied making these statements.



21. There is no evidence tending to show that Ahern (who wa
in Plainfield on May 5th) played any part in the discharges. Tht
only evidence before us is a denial that he played such part.

22, The use of excessive force was forbidden,by  Security’s rules
but there had never been any adequate instruction or training of the
guards in the handling of situations involving violence.

23. Both Diaz  and Lebourveau had satisfactory records before
the incident of May 5th although they had been reprimanded by Joel
Kelley for minor shortcomings.

24. Coleman was not produced or subpoenaed as a witness by either
party. He lived in Massachusetts. There was no evidence of efforts
by either party to secure his voluntary appearance as a witness at
the hearings.

25. NLRB has declined jurisdiction over Security’s operations
y at the track

Conclusions of Law

1. We do not find that the allegatio::s of the complaint are
sustained by a preponderance of the evidence before us.

2. The complaint should be dismissed.

3. This Board has jurisdiction over these cases.

Discussion

The issue before us is not whether Diaz  and.Lebourveau were
discharged for good oause or just cause. Such an issue is.often

presented to an arbitrator under a union conti,act, If this case
stood in that posture all the members of the Hoard agree that they
would be inclined to find discharge too severe a penalty under all
the circumstances disclosed by the evidence. Moreover, some of us
would resolve the conflicts in the evidence differently from the
way Joel Kelley did.

The Board’s only function, however, is to decide whether the
discharges were probably motivated by a desire to get rid of Diaz
and Lebourveau because of their activity for and support of the
Union. We all agree that the evidence fails to convince us that
this probably was the case.

In making this decision we may, of course, look at the reasons
given for the discharge to see whether they probably were genuine
or a mere pretext to cover a proscribed motive. When we do this we
should try to view the matter as the employer himself probably saw
i t . In this case Joel Kelley had received from several witnesses
an account of the incident which depicted it as an inexcusable exer-
cise of physical force against a customer who, though somewhat
intoxicated, was simply trying to get his money back in an orderly
way. Some of these witnesses expressed indignation over the way the
guards had handled the incident. This account was sharply contra-
dicted by Diaz  and Lebourveau, and perhaps they were telling the
truth. But if Kelley actually bel$eved  the other witnesses and if
his action was actually based on that .account,  then his motive for
the discharge did not make.that  action a violation of the Act even
though the penalty was not an altogether reasonable one under the
circumstances .

If, of course, the discharge was an outrageously disproportion-
ate penalty for what Kelley believed the complainants had done, then
the Board might infer that the asserted reason was not the real
reason . We do not, however, find that to be the case here. To be
sure, we believe the penalty may have been unwise and too severe :
but after all the guards’ conduct (on the version of facts accepted
by Kelley) had been inexcusable and deserving of severe sanctions.
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We cannot say that discharge was so extreme a penalty that there
must have been another reason for imposing it than the one given.

Complainants point to the disparity in treatment of the com-
plainants, on the one hand, and V. Kelley and Geremia, on the other.
They urge that all four guards were participants in the incident
and that only the union activists were disciplined. But again, on
one version of the facts presented to Kelley the degree of partici-
pation of the two pairs of guards was different enough to warrant
the differences in their treatment. According to this account
there were two instances of excessive force: one in the office
where Diaz and then Lebourveau started to use force to eject a
benign drunk who was politely trying to get his money back at the
place he had been told to ask for it; the other outside the office
when Diaz and Lebourveau wrestled Coleman to the floor and handcuffed
him.
actors

In both these instances complainants were the prime or only
according to some witnesses. V. Kelley and Geremia played

only a supporting role in the latter steps, or no role at all.

To be sure, other witnesses said that V. Kelley and Geremia
were more deeply implicated in the incidents, but Joel Kelley was
not unreasonable in accepting a version of the facts thatjustified
the difference in treatment accorded to the men.

Complainants stress the fact that Security did not call Coleman
as a witness in the proceedings before the Board, but this carries
no weight with us. In the first place, as we noted above, the issue
before us is only h?hether  the reason given for the discharge was the
real reason; it is not whether that reason fully justified the dis-
ZEiFge. Coleman's testimony might be important in determining the
ultimate justification for disch&rqe; it has little or no bearing on
whether Joel Kelley fired the complainants for using excessive force
or for union activity. That question must be answered on the basis
of the evidence presented to Kelley, upon which he acted. And no
statement by Coleman was given to Kelley on May 5th for obvious
reasons,

Beyond all that, the failure to call Coleman did not lie only
at Security's door; so far as appears he was equally available (or
unavailable) to both sides.
of Greyhound.

He was not an employee of Security or
Moreover, a good many reasons for not calling him

occur to us that do not involve any basis for an inference that his
testimony would have been unfavorable to Security on the issue before
us . Under all the circumstances we conclude that no inference in
favor of or against either party should be drawn from the failure
to call Coleman.

We agree with complainants' claim that Joel Kelley probably
knew that they were active proponents of the Union. We do not find,
.however,  that Kelley had an anti-union bias. It is true that some
evidence tends +o show such a bias on Ahern's part. Ahern denied
the gist of this evidence. We need not resolve the'conflict thus
presented for we are satisfied that Ahern played no part in the
decision to discharge complainants: this was made by Joel Kelley,
acting on his own authority without any communication from Ahern.

O R D E R

'By virtue of and pursuant to the power vested in the Connecticut
State Board of Labor Relations by the Connecticut State Labor Rela-
tions Act, it is hereby

ORDERED, that the complaints in Cases Nos. U-4032 and U-4034 be,
and the same hereby are, dismissed.
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Case No. E-3970

In this case, Local 53?  seeks an election for representation
of guards employed by Security which has a contract with Greyhound
to provide protection service at the Plainfield dog trnck operated
by Greyhound. Security resists the petition on the ground that
this Board, on May 6, 1977, certified Local 531 as the representa-
tive of all employees of Greyhound (Racing) excluding guards and
office clericals. Security's argument is this: the duties and
functions of the guards include protection of the public and of
Greyhound's property against improper or unlawful acts by employees
of the track as well as by members of the public. This may call on
a guard, in the line of duty to his employer, to take action against
an employee of the track by way of procuring his arrest, testifying
against him in grievance proceedings or in court, and the like. If
the track employee belongs to the same union as the guards, this will
create a conflict of loyalties on the part of the guards. This con-
flict would compromise the State's interest in the integrity - such
as it is - of the gaming facility as well as Greyhound's interests.

Security contends (1) that this Board ;-.as discretion to dismiss
the petition of a union that would be inappropriate in terms of
public poX.cy or of the purposes of the Act, and (2) t'nat  a proper
exercise of this discretion requires denial of the Union's petition
here because of the asserted conflict of interest described in the
last paragraph. In support of the first point Security cites a
statement in the Court's opinion in NLRB v. ;fones  & Laughlin Steel
Corp., 331 U.S. 416, 422 (1947),  and-  own decisions requiring
separate local units of the Connecticut Nurses' Association to repre-
sent staff nurses and supervisory nurses. $?.#  Milford HosDital,
Case No. E-1615, Dec. No. 793 (1968); Watcroury  tiosi)iCai,  Case Uos,
E-1648 and E-1700, Dec. No. 829 (1968). In suPport oi its second
proposition, Security relies on the significance of conflict of
interest and on the present federal rule which forbids NLREI  to
allow the same union to represent both guards and production
employees of the same employer. And it bids us consider that
judicial interpretation of the national act has "frequently been
of great assistance and persuasive force in interpreting the language'
of the Connecticut statute." (Br. p. 6).

We accept much of this ar,@unent  but find that it leads us in
a direction opposite to that which Security would have,us  take,
We have never held that the Act gives us discretion to forbid
employees to choose a bargaining representative that qualifies
as an employee organization under the Act. Our decisions in the
Hospital cases (cited above) were not based on the exercise of such
discretion. They proceeded, rather, from the premise that the
legislature had impliedly forbidden the same local union to repre-
sent both staff nurses and nurses in supervisory positions. What-
ever discretion we exercised in those cases was only what was needed
to implement that legislative prohibition. Nevertheless it may be
that we have the discretion claimed for us. In the present case
we shall assume thatwe  have without deciding the point.

We also agree that in interpreting the Act we should look for
guidance to the decisions of NLRB and the federal courts interpret-
ing the federal legislation upon which our State acts were modeled.
Our departure from Security's argument lies in this: we find that
the history of federal legislation and federal decisions and the
provisions of our own Act show that we should exercise our discre-
tion (if we have it) to allow the guards to choose Local 531 as
their representative if they wish.

The original Wagner Act contained no provision forbidding
guards and other employees from being represented by the same union;
it had no provision corresponding to 29 U.S.C. B lX!b)(3).  See
ch. 372, 49  Stat. 449 (193.5). In this respect the State Act was
t;k;,;;e Wagner Act rather than the Labor Management Relations Act

. Under the ,original  Wagner Act NLRB held that the same
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union might represent both guards and production and maintenance
workers of the same employer.
Armour & Co., 63 NLRB 1200 (1945~y-y$-+&;,&y~ ~~;l~;;~' ;

resisted this result on the very same ground.as that urged upon us:
conflict of-interest. NLRB carefully considered this contention
and found it wanting, saying:

'IWe  perveive no necessary conflict between self-
organization for collective bargaining and the faithful
performance of duty. Freedom to choose a bargaining
agent includes the right to select a representative
which has been chosen to represent other employees of
that employer in a different bargaining unit. We are
mindful of the increased responsibilities placed upon
plant protection employees in wartime, but the practices
and procedures of collective bargaining are flexible,
and may make full allowance for such added responsi-
bilities." Chrysler Corn., sunra, at 886.

A case of this kind reached the United States Supreme Court and
the Court upheld NLRB's exercise of discretionto~nllow  guards and
other em~lovccs to be represented by the same _-.-_.__union. NL,RB  v. Jones

n St.=?el Core
kn that %e

331 U.S;  416 (1947). It was i> ___Ithe  course
Court affirmed the existence of discretionI r.rr\

& Lauqhli:
of this opinic
by the board (at p. 4~~1.

In upholding NLRB's decision the Court cited Chrysler and Armour
and put its seal of approval on the board's reasoning which it
characterized thus:

"Those cases reveal the Board's belief that freedom to
choose a bargaining agent includes the right to select
an agent which represents other employees in a different
bargaining unit. This principle may safely be applied
to militarized guards, in the Board's opinion, since the
collective bargaining process is flexible enough to allow
for the increased responsibility placed upon militarized
guards. . ..I' 331 U.S. at 423, 424.

Section 9(b)(3) was put into the statute in 1947 as part of
the Taft-Hartley Act and was clearly a legislative response to the
Supreme Court's decision in Jones a: Laughlin Steel Carp
v. White SuDer Div., White Motor COX-D.,  404 5'. 2d llOO,*ll~~en~~

This was the administrative, judicial, and legislative history
in the federal sphere which faced the General Assembly in the years
following Taft-Hartley.
Taft-Hartley amendments.

Our Legislature was highly conscious of the
At every session for the next several years

a spate of amendments were proposed to it embodying one or more of
the Taft-Hartley features, but the subsequent legislative history
in Connecticut was this: no Taft-Hartley-type amendments were made
to the Act; the General Assembly passed two more labor acts to cover
municipal employees (EEM) in 1965, and State employees in 1975;*
these statutes contained some Taft-Hartley features, notably pro-
hibited practices on the part of unions, but they did not contain
the proscription found in 29 U.S.C. @ 159(b)(3). In thelight of
this history it seems clear that this federal provision does not
express the legislative policy of Connecticut. Thus the General
Assembly chose not to limit our discretion in the way that section
9(b)(3) of Taft-Hartley fettered NLRB,  but rather to leave the Board
free to exercise discretion in the way that NLRB had done under the
original Wagner Act.

* There was also a teacher’s bargaining act btit  there would be no
occasion for such a provision in it,
employees were covered by it.

since no guards or similar
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Our decision in this case is not based,solely  on precedent,
however. It also represents our own value judgment. A primary
objective of the Act is to assure employees the right to have a
bargaining representative of their own choosing. Security's con-
tention would deny them that right. It urges that the employees'
interest in freedom of choice is outweighed here by the employer's
and the public's interest in avoiding potential conflict of interest
on the part of the guards. We believe, however, that they exaggerate
the conflict of interest. Some conflict of interest is inherent in
all collective bargaining. Within each group the interests of some
must usually be curtailed in deference to the interests of others .
and to the overall interests of the group. Unions are used to
reconciling these conflictin g interests and they are bound by law
to do so fairly.
554 (1976).

See Hines v. Anchor Motor Freiaht, IJE.,  424 U.S.
Security urges that the guaras’duty to the Union will

often conflict with their duty to their employer and to the public
and they cite provisions in the Union constitution which might pro-
duce such conflict. Thus Security claims that article VIII sections
6 and 7* of the Local's constitution would "in  the context of
grievance procedures" and their employment duties tlforce  them into
an adversarial position vis-a-vis the Union.tt (Br. pp. 15,  16).
We find nothing of the kind. Section 6 provides that if ttdiscipli.nary
action is taken against the accused, appeals may be taken in accord-
ance with the Constitution and i3y-Laws  of the International Union."
Section 7 obligates union members "against whom charges have been
proferred and disciplinary action taken It to exhaust remedies provided
in the constitution and by-laws of the International before resorting
to court.

Security also points to article XVI of the International con-
stitution which requires loyalty to the Union and provides sanctions
for disobedience to its rules and regulations "and  for working as a
strike breaker or violating wa e or work stancArds  established by
the International or Local." 7I3r.  p. 17). But Security points to
no rule or regulation that forbids one Union member from testifying
or proceeding against another member (either in grievance procedure
or in court) for infractions of public law or employer's regulations.*+

So far as,we can see there is nothing in this case that differ-
entiates it from Jones & Lauchlin  and its predecessors>*** Moreover,
our own prior decisions are in accord with the present ruling. In
Success Village Aoartments,  Inc., Case No. E-312?, Dec. No. 1327
(7975) the Board inciucieci an emoloyee in the baraainin,g  unit over
a claim that he should be excluded-as a guard, and therefore would
be excluded from the unit if the case arose in the national forum '
under 29 U.S.C. 8 159 (b)(3). And in many municipalities police
officers are represented by an international union that also repre-
sents other employees of the same municipality.

* .
+ The brief cites these as art. II 88 6, 7 but this is an obvious

clerical error (Br. p. ,15). Article II has only two sections.

+* There is a rule forbidding the bringing of false charges against
a member or officer "without good faith or withmalicious  intent,"
(Tr. S/31  p. 60) but we cannot assume that duty to the employer
would require such conduct.

*** The fact that in some of these sases the guards were militarized
would makethese precedents even’stronger authority in the case
of Civilian guards,
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DIRECTION OF ELECTION

By virtue of and pursuant to the power vested in the Connecticut
State Board of Labor Relations by the Connecticut State Labor Rela-
tions Act, it is

DIRECTED that, as part of the determination by the Board to
ascertain the exclusive representative for collective bargaining
purposes with Ogden Security, Inc., an election by secret ballot
shall be conducted under the supervision of the Agent of the Board
within thirty (30) days of the date of issuance hereof at the
Connecticut Yankee Greyhound Racing, Inc., Plainfield, Connecticut,
among all Security Guards employed by Ogden Security, Inc. at the
Greyhound Race Track in Plainfield, Connecticut, who were on the
payroll on March 17, 1977, the date of the filing of the petition,
and who are on the payroll on the date of the election, to determine
whether or not they desire to be represented by Service Employees
International Union, New England Race Track Division.

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS

B Y s/ F1emin.g  James, Jr.
Fleming James, Jr., Chairman

s/ Kenneth A. Stroble
Kenneth A. Stroble

s/ Harold A. Cote '
Harold A. Cote

TO:

Steven Ahearn,  Director
Ogden Security, Inc.
113 Court Street

CERTIFIED (RRR)
New Haven, Connecticut 06511

Jerome H. Somers, Esq.
Goodwin, Proctor and Hoar
28 State Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02109

Frank Gontarz, Organizer
Service Employees International Union,
New England Race Track Division
1900 Hartford Turnnike

CERTIFIED (RRR)
North Haven, Connecticut 06473

Louis Diaz
162 iGain  Street
Danielson, Connecticut 06239

CERTIFIED (RRR)

Charles J. Lebourveau
Sunnywaters Trailer Park
Norwich, Connecticut 06360 CERTIFIED (RRR)

Clifford Green
South Chestnut Street
Wauregan, Connecticut 06387 CERTIFIED (RRR)

Joseph F. Segal,  Esq.
Washton, &gal  & Rotella _ *
190 Broad Street
New London, Connecticut 06320


